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Anticipating climate change: Water policy in the 21st century

- Increasing discharges river Rhine:
  - was 15,000 m$^3$/s
  - by 2015 a safely discharge of 16,000 m$^3$/s
  - anticipate on the safe accommodation of 18,000 m$^3$/s by the end of the century

- Rising sea level:
  - 20 cm/century (measured until now)
  - 30 cm in 2050
  - 60 cm in 2100

- Increasing rainfall: +10%
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evacuation of the Florida Keys
Program

Block I  Flood risk management
         Weak links, Netherlands
         Le Siagne, France

Block II Spatial development
           Recovery measures Cancun, Mexico
           Bangabelia project, India

Block III Institutional and political process
         Weak links, Netherlands
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